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Abstract. We prove that the three e)(tensttllS of
first-order logic by means of positive inductions,
monotooe inductions, and so-called non-morotooe
(in oor terminology, inflaticnary) inductims
respectively, all have the same expressive power
tn the case of finite structures. As a by-prodUct,
the collapse of the corresponding fh<ed-point

hierarchies can be dedUced.

So. Introduction

In 1979 Aha and Ullman [AU] noted that the
relational calculus is unable to express the transi
tive closure. and suggested extending the relational
calQJlu5 by the least fixed point construct. The
relatiooal calculus [Ull is a standard relational
query language; from the point of view of expres
sive power, the relational calculus is exactly
first-<rder logic. Aho and Ullman's paper triggered
an extensive studuof the expressive power of
fiXed-point extensi(J'l5 of first-order logic [CH,
Iml. Va, Li. GU, BGK. etc.] with emphasis on finite
structures.

There are two fields where fi)(ed-point exten-
sion of first-order logic were extensively studied
earlier. One is the theory of inductive definitions
summarized to an extent in the book (Mo]. The
other is semantics of programming languages
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where a fheed-point extensioo of flrst-(rder logic
is lcfK)Wn as first-order jJ.-calculus. But neither of
the two fields put finite structures into the center
of attention.

Proviso. All structures are finite unless the
cootrary is said explicitly.

Fixed-point coostructlms arise in the frame of
first-order logic quite naturally. A formula CP(P.x)
with an r-ary predicate variable P and a sequence x
of r free individual variables yields an ~eratcr

F(P)={x: ep(P.x)} that can be applied repetitively.
Additic:rel,free variables of ep are viewed as para
meters. If F is moootooe then it has a least (with
respect to the Inclusi~ relatim) fixed point
LFP(F)=lFPp;x<P(P,x)=U F1(,,).

E.g., LFPp;x,y (Ec:lge(x,y) cr 3z [P(x,z) & P(z,y)])

is the transitive closure of Edge. and
lFPp;x (x=u er x=ver 3y3z [P(y) & P(z) & x=f(y,z)])

is the closure of set {u,vJ under the 'operation f.
Lnf<rtunately. the extensioo of first-order logic

by the coostruct LFP applicable to formulas f with
a monotcne F. Is not a nice logic because recogni
zing well-fermed formulas is undecidable [Gu]. But
there is a simply recognizable sufficient condition
fer monotmlclty. If a first-crder f(P.x)' is posi
tive In P then the operator F(P)={x: <P(p,x)} is
mavltCXle. Moreover. the definition of positivity
naturally extends to new formulas, and positivity
remains 'sufficient for monotonicity. The extension
FO"LFP of first-order logic by the constuct lFP,
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applicable to positive formulast is most popular.
The restrictioo to positive formulas has its own

price. In marlJ cases it is obvious that a given
fa-mula f(P.x) yields a malOtooe operator F but It
is rot clear how to transform f(P.x) to an
equivalent formula f'(p.x) which is positive in P.
(A first-order f{P) may yield a monotone operator
and have no first-order equivalent f'(P) that is
positive in P lAG].) In order to define a more flex
ible fjxed-point extensim of first-order logic, it
is werth to loosen the condltioo of mO'lOtonicity
rather than to tighten it up.

Call an operator F(P)={x: ep(P.x)} inductive if the
sequence Fi(fS) increases. If F is inductive then
UFi(lJ) is a (not necessarily the least) fheed point
of F that will be called the inductive fixed point
IFP(F)= IFPp;xCP(P.x) of F. Call F jnfJatlCQIru if

VP[P~F(P)]. ArJd inflationary F is inductive. The
operatcr F'(P)={x: P(x) cr CP(P,x)} is inflatiCllarY,
and if F is monotone then JFP(F')=lFP(F). This
suggests an extension FO+JFP [Gu, III of first-order
logic by the construct IFP applicable to arlJ
formula [p(x) or ep(P,x)] with arlty(P)=length(x).

Obvioosly. FO+lFP~FO+ IFP by expressive
power, and the m~tonicity bound extension lies
in-between. Every FO+ IFP query is amputable
within time polynomial in the size of a given
structure. In the presence or linear order. every
polynomial time amputabll relational query Is
expressible in FO+LFP [lmt Val; the preserv:e of
crder allows to simUlate Turing machines. ThuS, in
the presence of 1inear order, FO+lFP and FO+ IFP
have the same expressive power. In general, how
ever, not every polynomial. time amputable query
is expressible in FO+LFP (CH] (r even FO+IFP [BGK].
The general case is important: a query may depend
not CIl specifics of the given representatitn but
only on the isan<rphlsm type or the given
structure. We show that even In the general case
FO+lFP and FO+IFP haw the same expressive
power. Actually, a stronger result holds.

Thea:em 1 (Main The<rem). Let r be an arbi
trary operat~ that, given two r-ary relatims and
an r-tuple of elements, produces a boolean value.
Then

IFPp;x (P(x) or r(P. -P.x)} = lFPO:ylJl(O.y)

foc sane , which is built fran r by first-crder
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means and is positive in the predicate variable Q.

It is supposed of course that r(P,p'.x) is posi
tive in both predicate variables. In applications t

given a formula ~(P,)(). define r(P.P',x) as the
result of SUbstituting P' for the negative occur
rences of P in 11. Main Theorem speaks aboot
arbitrary r(P, -P, x) rather than arbitrary ct(P,x}
because of the needlo distinguish between posi
tive and negative occurrences or P. Apart from
this, the internal structure of the given formula is
of ro tmportafa in·constructlng the desired 'l'.

Cocollary 1. FO"LFP. FO"IFP and the mcnotoni
city bound extensi(Jl of first-order logic all have
the same expressive power.

CocQ1laru 2. For every flrst-a-der f<rmula
tf(P,x) there Is a first-crder formula 'J'(Q,y) sUCh
that '(Q.y) is positive in Q and

IFPp;x [p(x) or ~(P,x)] =LFPQ;U,(Q,y).

The proof of Main Theorem is sketched· in 53;
the full proof of Main Theorem will appear in [Gu).

Chandra and Hare' [CH) raised the question
about the LFP hierarchy in logic FO+LFP. Immer
man [1m 11 amoonced that the LFP hierarchy col
lapses on the first level: he elalXrated his solutloo
in [1m2]. In JUly 1985. PhoklonKolaltls brOUght to
our attentioo some difficulties in Immeman's
proof. We saw immediately that the IFP hierarchy
collapses 00 the first level.

lhe<rem 2 (see ·54). Every FO+1FP formula is
equivalent to an FO+IFP formula which is either
first-order or of the form [IFP...• l(...) where.

is first-order.

Moreover, the proof of hierarchy collapse is
very natural in the FO+IFP setting. Immerman told
us that all dlffiQJltles will be taken care of in a
new versioo of .[1m2]. Ar\Jway. Theorem 2 and
Ccrollary 2 imply

Coco))aru3 [Cr. 1m). 1m2]. Every FO+LFP for
mula is equivalent to an FO+LFP formula which is
either first-order or of the form [lFP...tJ(...)

where t Is first-order.
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Sl. Defining logics FO+lFP and FO+ IFP

In this section structures are rot necessarily
finite.

Definjtim. Let P be a complete partially
crdered set and F be a furct im from P to P. Let
Po=min(P). Pcx+l=F(Pex), and Poc=sup{P,: '<ex} for

limit oc. If the sequence Poc is lro-easlng (Le.

cx<8 .. PO(~PB) then F is inductive. If F is

inductive and p=min{oc: Poc=Poc+ I} then PJl Is the

inductive fixed point IFP(F) of F. If X~F(X) for
every XEP then F is jnrlatimaru.

Thea:em 1. Let P be a complete partially
crdered set and F: P .. P.

(a) If F is inflatlmary then It is inductive.
(b) The furttion sup(X.F(X)} ts inflationary:

itsinc:luctive fiXed point equals IFP(F) if F is
inductive.

(c) If F is mmotooe (i.e. X~Y ~ F(X)~F(Y»

thenFis inductive and the indUctive fixed point or
F is a least fixed point lFP(F) ofF.

fl:gg( is clear. D

Examples. Suppose U={O.I, 2}. P is the power
set of U ordered by inclusion, and X ranges over P.

(i) Let F(X)=xu{the cardinality of xl if X#IJ,
and F(U)=U. Then F is inflatimary but. does not
have a least fixed point: {I} and {O,2} are fixed
points or F but • is not.

(ii) Let G(X)=F(X) if X is an initial segment
of U, andG(X):- otherwise.·Then Gis inductive
but neither inflationary ncr:monotClle. ' ,

(iii) A coostant furttim H(X)={O} Is moootone
but not inflationary.

The syntax of logic FO+lFP is the result of
augmenting the syntax orrjrst-~derloglcby:

LEe Fg:matim Rule. Let r be a positive
integer, x be an r-tuple xI'...•Xr or individUal vari-
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ables, P be an r-ary predicate variable, <P(p.x) be a
well-termed fermula. and t be an r-tuple of terms.
If ep(P,x) is positive In P (I.e. all free occurreoces
or Pin f(P.x) are positive) then LFPp;xf(P,X) i's a

well-fermed predicate and [LFPp;xeJ>(P,x)](t) is a

wetl-formed formula.

Pand xl ,...•xr are bounded in the new predi

cate. Other free individual or predicate variables
of fremain free in the new predicate. If Q is a
predicate variable different frem P then every pos
Itive (respectively. negative) occurreoce of Q In
ep(P,x) remains positive (respectively, negative) in
the new predicate.

Rem-=k. A simplified notation LFPpep(P.x) fer

[lFPp;xf(P,x»)(x) is deficient: just try to express
[LFPp;xf(P,x»)(t) in the simplified notation.

To be on the safe side, let us emphasize that
logic FO+LFP allows Interleaving LFP with
prq>osltlmal C01'l8Ctives (including negatiOl) and
quantifiers; in particul.., one can negate ,an LFP
formUla then use the LFP formatioo rule again, etc.

The meaning of the predicate lFPp:xf(P,x) is

the least fixed point . of the q>erata- F(P)={x:
f(P,x)} on the set of r-placepredicates ordered by
inclusicn Since the formula ep(P,x) is positive in
P, the q>erator F is mCllOtme and theref(1"8 has a
feast fixed point.

As we have mentimed in the introductim,
direct replacement of poslttvity by monotmicity in
the LFPfa-matlm rule does not lead to a nice
logic. However, the q>erator F'(P)={x: P(xl ex
f(P,x)} is alWays inflattawy and therefore has an
incluctivefi)(ed point. By Thec:rem 1, IFP(F')=lFP(F)
if F is monotone. Th,is leads to a more liberal
extensiooFO+IFP of first-crderlogic. Let us call
a fcrmula ep(P.x) (in whatever language) explicjt1u
jnf1atimaru if CP(P,x)=[P(x) cr t(P,x)] fer sane t.
The syntax. of logic FO+IFP is the result of
augmentil'Yd the syntax ~f first-order logic by:

IFP F([matjm RUle. Let t be a positive inte
ger. x be an r-tuple of Individual variables. P be
an r-ary predicate variable. f(P.x) be an arbitrary
well-formed formula, and t be an r-tuple of terms.
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If the formula f(P,x) is 8KJ)ltcitly inflationary then
IFPp;Xf(P,x)is a well-fa-med predicate, and

lIFPp;xfl)(P,x)](t) is a well-formed formula.

The meaning of ·the predicate lFPp:xf(P,x) is

the inductive fixed point of the inflaticnary
~erator F(P)={x: ep(P.X».

S2. Simultaneoos induction

For reader's convenience we prove in this
sectim the known fact that simultaneous induction
reduces to the ordinary one. Structures are rot
necessarily finite.

Given natural rombers p and q, order the set
{(p,a): P is a p-ary predicate and Qjs a q-ary
predicate} axnpO'lentwise: (P,Q) ~ (P',Q') if P~P'
and Q ~ Q'. The resulting partially <rdered set is
axnplete. Let)( and y be sequences of individual
variables of length p and q respectively.

Simultaneoos Induction lemma for FO+LFP
[Cr. Mol. Let F(P,Q) =( {x: cp(P,Q,x», (y: ",(P,Q,y) )
be an operattr where cp, , are FO+LFP formu'~s

positive in P and Q. Let
( lFP1P,Q;x,y(cP,If'), lFP2P.Q;X.y(cP,If') )

be the least fixed point of F. Then there is an
FO+LFP ftrmula oc(x) such that

oc(x) .... [lFPlp,Q;x,y(CP,If')}(X). and

oc(x) has the form [LFP... l1](...) where ~ is

built frOOl f,t by first-crder means.

fDml. To simplify the exposition we suppose
that x=(xl,x2) and Y=(Yl'Y2'Y3). Let u,v,w,w' be

individual variables, R be a new predicate variable
or arity 5=2+max{p,q}, and z be 8 triple (zl,z2,23)

of new individual variables.. Let tI(R,u,v,z I'Z2,z3)

say the following:
Either there is mly one element in the

universe. and an equivalent of
[LFP1P.Q;X.y(cP,If')](z l'Z2)' built from cP and If' by

first-order means, holds,
or there are W7lW' such that
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U=V=Z3 & cp({x: R(w,w,X,W)}, {y: R(w,w',y», ZI'Z2)

or
U~ & -Jt( {x: R(w,W,)(.W»), (y:R(w,w',y»), Zl'Z2'Z3 ).

The idea is to represent P(x) by R(u,u,x,u) with
arbitrary u, and Q(y) by R(u,v,y) with arbitrary u~v.

The desired oc(x) = [LFPRiU,Y,Z lI}(x 1,x l'x,x 1). If

p=O then oc = (LFPR:u,v,y 11] (x 1' ... ,x 1) where x1 is a

new variable cr a COlStant. []

The proof is a slight modification of the ar
resptming proof in [Mo).(The possibility of using
tilly (I'Je individual COlStant or even nooe at all is
mentlooed In [1m2).) The same proof establ ishes

Simultaneous Inductlm Lemma fer FO+IFP.
Let F(p,a) =( (x:ep(P,Q,x)}, {y: ,(p,a,y)})
be an .,-atcr where f, '" are explicitly infla
tionary FO+IFP formulas. Let

( IFPIP.Q;x,y(CP.t). IFP2P.Q;X.y(CP,If') )
be the inductive fiXed point of F. Then there is an
FO+IFP formula oc(x) such that

oc(x) ..... [JFPlp~Q;x.y(cp,'f')Kx), and

«(x) has the f<rm [IFP..:n...) where?l is

built from CP,'I' by first-(I"der means.

It is easy to f<rmulate and prove analogues of
the two lemmas .fcr the case when three or more
rel8tiO'lS are defined by simultaneous induction. In
a sense, fixed-point logics with built-in simul
taneoos inductim are mere natural. In the sequel
we will use the extenslm or FO+LFP by an ad<lt
tionat fcrmation rule fer LFPlp,Q;x,y(CP,'I'), and the

extension or FO+IFP by addltlmal formation rules
fo- IFPlp,Q,x.y(cp,t) and IFPlp.a,R;x,U.Zecp.'I'.X).
By the simultaneoos inductioo lemmas, the addi
tlmal formatloo rules .00 not Increase the expres
sive power.

S3. Expressing the inductive fixed point

The proviso or So is In force: all structures
are finite.
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Ttwa:em 1.' Let r be an arbitrary operator
that, given two unary relations and an element,
produces a boolean value. Then

llFPp;x (P(x) or r(p, -P,x»](x)

is equivalent to a f<rmula
( [lFP 1R.S;x.y.z,u,v,w(p,a)} (x,x,x»

where p,a are built from r by first-order means,
and are positive in the ternary predicate variables
R,S.

We write r(P, -P,x) rather than ~(P,x) in (rder
to distinguish between positive and negative oc
aJrrencesof P. First-order formulas and formulas
built frOOl r by first-order means will be called
pseudo fjrst-order. The ootton or positivity is
generalized to pseudo firsl-crderf(l1llutas in the
obvious way; in p..tiOJI.. the pseudo first-order
fc:rmula r(P,P',X)is positive in both P and P'.

C<rQIIKU 2. Thecrem 1 remains true under
the vecttr Interpretatloo (when x Is Interpreted as
., r-tuple of individual VIIllbles, Pis Interpreted
as an r-ary predicate variable and so on).

Cq-oll..U 3. Every FO+fFP formula is equi
valent to an apprq>riate FO+lFP formula.

f[gg[ of Ccrollary 3 proceeds by induct ioo.
The only non-trivlal CISe Is that of [IFPp;x(P(X) or

lI(P.x)J(x) where 'lI - by the i.nductioo hypothesis 
<3l be assumed to be an FO+lFP fcrmula. Let
r(P,P',x) be the result of replacing the negative oc
QJrrences or P In 1S(P,x) by _pi where p'. Is a new
predicate VIIlable. Obvioosly, r(P~-p.x) .... 2t(P,x).
Now use C(J'oliary 2. D

In the rest of this section we sketch a proof
of Thecrem 1. For exposi~ary purposes we choose
a nooempty finite set u· as oor universe of dis-
coorS8. let f{P,x}=lP(x) or r(P, -p,x»), F(P)={x~

f(P,X)} and Pn=Fnclll) I.e. PO=1lI and Pn+ 1=F(Pnl·

The sequence Pn is (non-strictly) ira-easing. let

m=min{n: Pn=Pn+ I}; Pm is the inductive fixed

point or F. In additioo, let Poo=U. For every xElJ,

let stage(x)=mln{n: XEPnl. Note that stage(x»o.

Let x~y abbreviate [XfPm and·,stage()()~stage(y)],

and let x<y abbreviate stage(x)<stage(y). Note
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that )(~x 4-+ xfPm. We start with defining an

auxiliary iooucttve operat<r G whose \rduct\ve
fixed point is the relation ~.

lemma .a1 (Cf. Stage COOlparison Theorem, Mol.
x~U +-t CP«(x': x'<y),x),
x<Y -f({y': - (x~U')}, y), and
x~U CP({x': -CP[{Y': - (x' ~y')}. y]}. x).

The proof is straightforward; formally speak
ing, the lemma will not be used. The last state
ment of Lemma 4 gives the desired G, but the need
to keep a track of the positive and negative OCQJr
rences of the inductioo'variable fcrces us to give a
more explicit deflnltlcn ofG.

let Q. Q' be binary predicates variables. Let

6(0,Q',x',y)=[Q'(x'.y) or
r«y': Q'(x',y')}, (y': Q(x',y')},y»),

6 '(0,0',x'.Y)=-6(-0',-O.x',y),
'¥(Q,Q',x.y)=(b'(Q.Q',x,y) (J'"

r(x': A'(O,O',x',y)}, (x': 6(0,Q',x',y)}, x)],
and G(O):{(x,y): tf(Q.-Q,x,y)}.

Then 11, /:S' and 'I' are positive in Q and 0',
ancI

6(Q,-Q,)(',\I)"" f({y':-Q()(' ,'I')}.\I).

Lemma 5. ~(Q,-Q,x,y) .....
f«(x': -CP({y': - (x'~U')},y]),x).

ermt. [~'(O.-a.)(.y) or
r«x': t\'(Q,-Q.x',y)},(x':A(Q,-a.x',y)}, x)] ....
[-6(0.-Q,x.y) or
r«x': -6(Q.-a,x·,y)}, (x': ~(O,-Q,)(',y)), x») ....
f{{x': -A(a,-a,x',y)l, x) .....
f{{x':-f«(U':-Q(x',U')},y)}, x). D

let Ot=<;k(IIJ). we Show that Ot's are
approximations to ~.

LImmI 6.Fcr every natural romber k, Otc=
U{(PjXP,,): k~J~B} where Bmay be equal to 00.

f[gg[by inductloo m k. Casek=O is clear.
We suppose Ot=U{(PixP,): k~J~B} and prove

Qk+ 1=u{(pecP,): k+ l..~J ~'}.
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First, chedc that -f{{y': -Otc(x',y')}, y) holds

if aM only if stage(y»stage(x')~k. Second. let
J=5tage(y). We have {x': -f{{y': -Otc(X~.y'»), Y»)={x':

J>stage()(a)~k}=p j wherej+ 1=mln{',k+ I}. Third,

let i=stage(x). Then (x,y)EOtc+ 1 ..... ep(Pj'x) .....

i~j+1 .... (i~B and i~k+l) .... (x,y)EU{(Pi)(P,):

'?i~lc+l}. D

Clrollary 1. The q>erattr G is inductive, Om

is the inductive fixed point 9' G, and the relatioo
:5. coiocides with,Qm.

Now we ame to the aucial tra1Sitioo to a
positive inductioo. Note that the fa-mula
-1'(0, -O,x,y) is, in general, not positive in Qi it
defines ~+f in terms or Otc and -~. OUr idea is

to build, by a positive simult.....s ,induction, two
t..,..y relatims RandS in such a way that

1\+ ,-Ate= ft+ 1} x Otc+ l'
St+ ,-Stc =(t+ 1) JC -Ot+ 1·

This woold allow us to use poSitive occurrences of
5 instead of negative occurrences of Q. Of course.
we do not have an access to natural rombers but
the oomber k+ 1 may be represented by elements of

Pk+l-Pk·

Here is the ftrmal definitioo. Let P(R,S.x,u,v)
be the fo-mula saying:

R(x.u.v). <r )(EP 1& (u,V)EQ ,. cr there Is U

such that R(y.y.y), 'I'(R(y.-.-).S(y.-.-),u,v),
S(y,X.x), and 't'(R(y'-'->.S(y.-.-).X,X).

Let CJ(R,S,x,u.v) be the fcrmula saying:
S(x.u.v). cr XEP1& -[(u.v)EQ11• or there is y

such that R(y.U.y). -~(-S(U'-'->. -R(y.---',u.v).
S(y,x.x), and 'i'(R(y........).S(y........).x.x).

Here the 8xpressi<llS XEP 1 and (u,v)EQ l

abbreviate pseudo rtrst-trder fa-mulas f(.,x) and
'¥(fJ.-tiJ,u,v) respectively. Obvloosly, p and Cl are
positive in RaMS. Therefore the operator H(R,S)=

«((x,u,v): p(R,S,x,u,v)}, (x,u,v): CJ(R,S,x,u,v»).
is moootooe n has a least'fbced point.

Lemma 8. The leastfbced point of H is
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("tc<m(PIc+ ,-Pk)xa.c+ I J.
"tc<m[(Pk+l-Pk)x -Otc+ 1]).

fr.gg(. F(J" each natural oomber Ie, let
(1\,St)=Hk(flJ ,II). It suffices to prove that

RIc+ t - At=(PIc+t- PIc»)( 0k:+ I'

SIc+ 1-Sic =(Pic+1-PIc)x -Ot+ ,.

The case k=O Is clear: the formulas
p(11S.m .x,u,v) and eJ(II.I1S.X.U.V) describe P1)( Q, and

p1x -Q, explicitly. Let Ie >0. If (x,u,v)E

(Pk+l-Pk)xOt+1 then q YEPk-Pk-l will witness

that P(Ate·St·x,u,v) & - Ate(x.u.v) holds i.e. (x,u,v)E

Ate+ 1-Ate· If P(I\,Sk'x,u.v) & -F\c(x.u,v) holds, let
U be q witness rm- p. By the IndUCtive hyp0-
thesis, yER,-Ri-l for some positive i~k.

f\(U.-.->=a,. and Stc(y.-.-)=-QI. Hence

'II(Q,.-Qj,U,v) (u,v)EQt+ l' Sk(Y'x,x) ~ -bcEPil, and

'II(Qj.-Q,.x,x) (x.x)EQI+ 1 .... XEPI+ ,; thus (x,u.v)

beloogs to (Pj+l- P i)xQi+l. But it does not belong

to '\-1. Hence i=k and (x.u,v)E(PIc+1-Pic) x Qk+1·

The other equality is proved similarly. []

The<rem I follows frOOt Lemma 8. D

Remark. To see the use of finiteness in the
proof, note -q YEPk-Pk-1 will witness· in the

proof of Lemma 8.

The<rem 1 and Simultaneoos InducliCJ'l Lemma
fer FO+LFP imply Matn Theirem.

S'l. The co'lapseof the FO+IFP hierarchy

Again. all structures are supposed to be finite.

Thea:em 1. Every FO+IFP formula is eqUi
valent to an FO+IFP formula f such that cp is either
first-order or of the form [IFP...t](...) where t
is first-order.
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fl:gg(. Formulas CP. described in Theorem 1.
will be called explicjtlu lOW. Also predicates (x:
t(x)} and IFP...t. Where t is first-order. will be

cailedeXRlicjtly lOW. A formula (resp. predicale)
will be called .low. if it is equivale~t (resp. equal
00 every relevant finite structure) to an explicitly
low fcrmula (resp. predicate). We prove that every
FO+IFP formula is low.

Lemma 1. Predicates IFP1 P•Q;x.y(<<P.'fI) and

IFPl p.a.Rix.y.Z<f.,.X>. where CP.' and X are
first-order. are low.

f[ggL use simultaneous inc:lUctioo lemmas fa
FO+IFP. D

Lemma 2. If oc(Q·,x) is, built from an
explicitly low predicate OM=IFPQ;y'J'(Q,y) by

first-order means then it is low. Hence, the set of'
low formulas is closed under negation and
universal quantification.

fl:gg(. oc(f.x) is equivalent to
[IFP1P.Q;X.y(t.'1'»)(x) where

t(P,Q.X)= VX('4'(Q.Y)....Q(Y» & oc(Q.X).
~(P.Q.y)= '4'(Q.y).

The idea is: first bUild, QM. then, set P={x:
oc(QM ,x)}. For readability. we have omitted a for
mally required disjuoct P(x) In the first clause. C1

Lemma 3. The conjunction [IFPp;x<J>](x) &

[IFPQ;y'l'](Y) of explicitly low formulas is

equivalent to an explicitly low fa-mula
[IFP 1P.Q;x,U(~'~)]()(.y).

fl:gg!.
t(P.Q.x) =CP(P.x)& Vy['I'(Q.y) ....Q(y») &Q(y).
'I'(P.O.y)= "'(Q.y). D

Note. In Lemmas 2 and 3. x .and y do not have
ammoo variables.

Lemma~. If <P(P.x) is an explicitly low for
mula lIFPQ;y'l'(p.a.y)](t) then IFPp;xlP()() or «P(p.x)]

is low.
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f[gg(. Sioce Y is bound in IFPQ;y'4'(p.a.y). we

can assume that no 'I-variable. occurs In t or x.
Note that if a t-variable does not occur inx then
its value is not changed during the double recur
sion; view such variables as parameters~

Let F(P)={)<: CP(P,x)}, Pj=F1(fS), and Gj(Q)=

(y: 'fI(Pj.a.y)}. Let m=min{i: Pj=Pj+)} and. for 'every

i~m, let nl=mjn{j: Gji(fS)=Gjj+l(fS)}. We reduce

the double inductlm to a single simultaneous
induction. The' difflaJlty is thatQ oscillates.
durirYJ the double recursion, between the empty set
and the inductive fixed points of Gj's. To cope

with this noo-inflatlonary behavio-, we introdUce
predicates R(x,y) and, QO(y) where 00 is simply Q

in its first iocarnation. The stages of the
simultaneous inductioo are libeled by pairs (i.,j).
where i~m and j~nl' crdered le)(,icographically.

The dynamics of P(x), Oo(y), and R(x.y) is explained

in Claims 1-4 below. Formally speaking, let

oc(x) = p(x) cr Vy'('I'(1I .Qo.U')....Qo(y'» & 0o(t) (I"

Vy('fI(fI.a.y)....Q(y» & Q(t);
~(y.) = 'J'(RJ ,Qo.y·);

Z(X,y)= R(x.y). or
P(x) & (i'(P.Q.y). cr 'Vy'(i'(P.Q.y·).....Q(y'»

& 3x(Q(t) & -P(x»;
where Q(U) ..... (3x·(Px· & -'ty'Rx'U' & Rx'y) a'"

3x'P(x') &V)('(Px'~Vy'Rx'y'».

Claim 1. On every stage (O.j). P=R=fI and
Qo=GoJ(fJ).

Claim 2. SUppose that i>O. P=Pj and

R=(Pj_llCAII)U[(Pj-PI_I)lCGIJ(fS)). Then a=GIJ(fS).

(Here -All- Is the set or all tuples of the appropri
ate length.)

Claim 3. On every stage (i.j) with i>O. P=PI;

QO=IFP(GO); and R=
(Pj-l lCAII)U[(Pj -P\-l)x Gjj(fS)l.

Claim 4. The simUltaneous recursioo stops (Jl

stage (m,Om).
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Thus IFPp;)(f(P,x)

IFPI p.a.R;x.,,· .,,(0<.#.(1). D

equals Mo Y. N. Moschovakis, "Elementary Induction on
Abstract Structures". North-Holland, 1974.

The four lemmas imply Theorem 1. []
Ul J. D. Ullman. "Principles of Database Sys

tems-. Computer SCience Press, 1982.
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